Hofstra University School of Law

PLACEMENT OFFICE

The Hofstra University School of Law's Placement Office extends its services to all prospective employers who have hiring needs in terms of either full-time, part-time, or summer employment.

Interviews: The Placement Office will set up on-campus interviews for any employer who wishes to recruit at the Law School. All arrangements including the preparation of resumes to be sent out in advance of an interview date, are made by the Placement Office. This service is available throughout the year.

Forwarding Resumes: For those employers that are unable to visit the Law School but are interested in recruiting Hofstra students, the Placement Office will direct the resumes of interested and qualified students to prospective employers.

Part-time Employment: A substantial number of Hofstra students work part-time during the school year. The Placement Office encourages employers to use students on a part-time basis. Although Hofstra is located in Nassau County, students live all over the metropolitan area and are available to work throughout this area.

Summer Employment: Most law students attempt to find law related summer jobs. You are encouraged to hire qualified students anxious to work during the summer. A substantial number of law students participate in the federal work-study program through which government and non-profit employers are able to hire students at a minimal cost to the employer.

Graduates: The Placement Office keeps in touch with its alumni(ae) and hirers are encouraged to contact the Placement Office if they are seeking to employ more experienced attorneys.

General Information: The Placement Office is available to answer any inquiries you might have about the school or the job market.

The Placement Office offers a valuable resource. Please use it.

Contact: The Placement Office
School of Law
Hofstra University
Hempstead, N. Y. 11550
(516) 560-3661
THE BUREAU OF NATIONAL AFFAIRS, INC. (BNA)
cordially invites you to try

THE UNITED STATES
LAW WEEK

for three months at half the regular rate!

As an attorney, you know the value of facts. That's why the following facts, regarding THE UNITED STATES LAW WEEK, should be particularly meaningful to you:

- The primary function of LAW WEEK is to safeguard you against missing a single development of legal importance... yet to save your time by greatly reducing your reading load!
- To do this, LAW WEEK's expert staff of lawyer-editors sifts thousands of opinions and rulings week by week, year after year, for the precedent-setting few that make new law. These significant cases are then digested under quick-reference topic headings—such as Antitrust, Taxation, Insurance, Public Contracts, Labor, Transportation, Trade Regulation, Criminal Law, Public Utilities, Railroads—in the appropriate section of LAW WEEK:
  1. New Court Decisions,
  2. Federal Agency Rulings, or
  3. Supreme Court Opinions.
- To further save your time, the opinions and rulings appearing in all sections of LAW WEEK are highlighted in a special Summary and Analysis, a five-minute review in which these legal developments are tersely evaluated for their effect on current law.
- A key feature of LAW WEEK is its high-speed reporting of Opinions of the United States Supreme Court—in full text, accompanied by crisp and accurate summary digests. Mailed the same day they are handed down, these exact photographic reproductions of the Court's Opinions eliminate all possibility of error.
- LAW WEEK also supplies the full texts of all federal statutes of general interest, immediately after signing by the President.
- For ease of reference, LAW WEEK is fully indexed by topic and by case title—both for general law and for Supreme Court actions.

If you concur in the opinion that LAW WEEK might be helpful to you, the special introductory rate (three months at half the regular rate) affords you an ideal opportunity to get acquainted with this valuable information service.

For further information, please contact:

THE BUREAU OF NATIONAL AFFAIRS, INC.
1231 25th St. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20037

http://scholarlycommons.law.hofstra.edu/hlr/vol3/iss1/13
FOR THE JUDICIARY —
FOR LAW OFFICES —
FOR LAW LIBRARIES —

The growth of American industry centers around production. The influence of many factors, chief among them the perfecting of a system, has placed this nation in the forefront in manufacturing.

Shepard's position in the field of legal research is due to a great extent to its production facilities. For over a century it has been developing and perfecting its methods. It has concentrated on quality production.

Due in a measure to the specialized skill and unsurpassed experience which permeate to the very roots of its organization, Shepard's Citations has won a confidence which is reflected in the use of its 70 units, each created for a specific set of reports or statutes.

Today, in an age of incredible speed, with its unrelenting demands on equipment, Shepard's Citations is serving the judiciary, law offices and libraries — large and small — with a certainty and economy made possible because of Shepard's staff of 300 and their knowledge of the citation requirements a lawyer must have.

Shepard's Citations
P. O. Box 1235, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80901

SERVING THE LEGAL PROFESSION FOR OVER A CENTURY
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